Is America on the road to ruin?

November 4th 2008 is a day that will live in infamy. Decades of multi-cultural brainwashing by the Jewish-controlled media, politically correct public schools and Marxist-controlled universities has resulted in the election of Barack Hussein Obama, the first mixed race president in the history of the United States. Our leftist-controlled courts refused to look into whether Obama was born in Kenya as three of his African relatives claim. The Founding Fathers did not consider Blacks worthy of US citizenship and the Constitution counted each Black slave as 3/5ths of a person for purposes of determining how many representatives each state would have.

So the Founding Fathers never wanted Blacks to be citizens or hold office in the new American Republic. Where did things go wrong? The Civil War was the first great step in the wrong direction. Instead of allowing the Southern states to secede peacefully from what they saw as a tyrannical federal government, Abraham Lincoln decided to provoke a war with the South so he would not go down in history as the president who lost the southern states. After a bloody fratricidal war to protect Lincoln’s ego and legacy, the North crushed any hope the South had for freedom. The post-war period of Reconstruction saw the Republican Party spitefully making citizens out of ex-slaves and allowing these half-animals to rule over the White people of the South in one of the most shameful periods in US history. The North then passed the Fourteenth Amendment which declared that anyone born in the US would be a US citizen. This was done to make citizens out of all the ex-slaves so they could vote Republican. The Fourteenth Amendment watered down the requirements for citizenship so badly that now we have a population of almost 40 million Latinos, virtually all of whom or their ancestors entered the US illegally. Ironically, the descendants of the ex-slaves just voted the Republican Party out of the White House.

We are going down exactly the same road that the White people of Rhodesia and South Africa willingly went down. At least, they started down the road willingly and then quickly discovered that they had no choice –that the teeming masses of non-Whites would endlessly elect one Socialist Black president after another, who then stole their wealth and land and gave it to the non-Whites.

The only good thing about any of this is that we still have a White majority. We may still be able to wake up the White people of America and eliminate the Jewish controlled two-party system and replace it with a pro-White party if only White people realize how disastrous a Black-run government will be for them and how sinister the Jewish wire-pullers are who control our two-party system and mainstream media.

The 2008 election saw the first REAL threats of violence by the Blacks if the election did not go their way. We are descending into the same chaotic conditions of Haiti and most African nations where post-election violence is to be expected. We escaped it this election since Obama won. What if next election, White people decide that Obama has made things worse and he is voted out of power? How many of our cities will go up in flames and how many innocent White people will be shot dead in the streets because the United States is literally turning into a Third World nation?
This story shows the depths to which the modern German government has sunk to. We are told that Germany is a democratic country with freedom of speech and human rights. Read this story and judge for yourselves.

Friedhelm Busse, former SS soldier, and political activist, died at age 79 of cancer. Incredibly: The district attorney’s office has ordered the grave of the deceased to be opened to make sure there is no Nazi flag inside! Thomas “Steiner” Wulff had spread the flag on Saturday on the coffin dropped in the grave. Now he faces criminal charges.

In addition it was the specific wish of the deceased to be buried with such a flag. As if it was not enough that the German government jailed this war hero they were “nice enough” to send some armed guards to monitor his hospital room, to make sure he did not leave, but they did send his family a bill for the service!

Friedhelm Busse died at the age of 79 years. At the age of 16 years it fought in the SS against the advancing allies. It was later in different national parties where he became active, among other things a chairman for the later forbidden FAP. Approximately 100 nationalists came to the funeral on Saturday. Eleven of them subsequently were arrested, under that also Thomas “Steiner” Wulff, because he draped the flag over the coffin.

Herr Friedhelm Busse fought the communists for the freedom of Germany and the whole of Europe, unfortunately with our enemies lies and treason we were defeated. The Jewish puppets have shown their true hand but they must never be allowed to complete their success in taking over the world.

Herr Busse was a true and honest hero which is more that Angela Merkel will ever be. We, as true National Socialist, will never forget the injustices being done in the name of democracy.

Letter from editor.
Comrades, This edition we celebrate our 2nd birthday and it is great to see that in those two years the NSM has gone from strength to strength. I must apologise that this edition is so short, but I have been away from my computer for nearly one month. During that time I have met with the Commander and others in our movement. I wish to thank you all for your kind hospitality. Until next month. Sieg Heil.
Dr. David Duke interviewed by Michele Martin of NPR

After a recent interview he did with the Afro-American host on NPR is now the most listened to segment on the NPR website. He wrote the following:

I have received at least a thousand emails from listeners who heard me for the first time and enthusiastically agreed with my point of view. *(I have just read that NPR closed the discussion on the Duke interview--no doubt because they were getting too many listeners who agreed with me, and because some of the comments gave proof of the horrendous rate of Black crime against White women!--So much for supposed NPR public, free speech principles!)*

I did receive about a 100 extremely negative and often abusive emails from listeners who are so prejudiced against me that they couldn’t hear what I actually said in the interview. Like Stepford Wives, they parroted back their media programming about “racism” and “hate”. The most common epithet they use is “hate”. Yet, none of these people could actually point out specifically any comment I made that constituted “hate.” For these people, simply defending the civil rights and the heritage of White people is “hate.” Even daring to object to racial discrimination against White people in so-called affirmative action programs is now called “hate”.

Some of them castigated me for bringing up the fact that according to the Justice Department, 37,460 White women were raped or sexually assaulted by Black males in 2005 as compared to less than 10 Black females who were sexually attacked by White males. Even though these Black crime facts are easy to prove, many refused to believe them, almost with a religious fervor. It is comparable to someone Screaming “witch” or “heretic” against someone who scientifically showed that the earth was not the center of the solar system. If I bring up the rape of 37,460 White women by Black males annually it is “hate speech,” but if the media spends a year on a bogus rape by Duke University White students against a Black stripper, it is righteous community responsibility.

Whites as a group are routinely collectively condemned for slavery, or discrimination, or even for historical Lynchings. The U.S. Senate issued an apology for the fact that 2,500 Blacks were lynched in the entire history of the United States. In one talk show I did, the famous announcer said “Why shouldn’t Whites feel guilty, Whites lynched Black people.” If that is so, then shouldn’t Blacks have remorse over 37,460 White women brutally assaulted, raped by Black males in just one year?

Media programs are constantly trying to ferret out cases of discrimination against Blacks in loans, or even in simply getting speedy service in a White restaurant or store. That’s supposed to be news, but 37,460 White women facing the horrible crime of rape or sexual assault by Black males cannot even be mentioned in the media. I repeat, Whites discriminating against Black people with no service is news, but Black rape of tens of thousands of White women a year is a “non-story.” It is important to listen to both segments on NPR, and note that some of my best comments were edited out completely and did not appear in either segment.

The above shows what America is like when living in a Jewish run democracy. With the disaster of the election we must all come closer together and prepare for a safer and better future. This is the time when all true nationalists throughout the world must stand up and be counted.